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Abstract 

It is always a hectic task to keep a house organised and most of the homeowners in 

Newcastle feel it annoying task. So, we are here with a complete guide that will make the 

task easier for you. If you are a homemaker and want to know about some great DIY hacks 

that will make your life easier, then this guide is for you. Here we have explained some great 

tips that will help you keep your house organised by following some easy DIY hacks.  

 

1. Introduction 

DIY Organization Ideas, because organizing the most-used spaces in your home can be 

difficult. You and your family are constantly reaching for things in the bathroom, the kitchen, 

or in your closets. So organization ideas have to be practical and easy to maintain. Where to 

start? Here are some of the best tips and DIY Organization Ideas to get your home tidied up 

once and for all! I couldn’t believe how clever these DIY home organization tips are! 

 

2.  DIY Organization Ideas for the Home 

Best Organizing Ideas that Work! 

1. DIY Under the bathroom sink Storage idea 

Bathroom Storage: It can be hard to organize under the bathroom sink but a trip to the 

dollar store might help; Try getting stacking containers to organize: 



 hair tools 

 travel accessories 

 shampoos and conditioners 

 cleaning products 

 Makeup 

 Soaps and lotions 

You will have to leave a space where the plumbing is, but this area can be used for some of 

the larger containers that your store under the sink, like large soap refill bottles. Make sure 

that you don’t force any of the plumbing while you are arranging your under-sink areas. 

2. Carve out a space for toothbrushes inside your medicine cabinet 

 

Toothbrush holders: Carve out space in your medicine cabinet to hold your toothbrushes so 

they are out of the way and still protected. I absolutely love this DIY home organization tip in 

Newcastle! Have you seen how many germs get released into the air every time the toilet is 

flushed? YUCK! Keep your toothbrushes sanitary with this clever organization hack! 

3. DIY Lazy Susan for under the sink storage 

Check out how easy it is to make a lazy susan! It would totally transform and organize your 

under-sink chaos! Promise! This keeps everything that you need from under the sink easily 

within reach! I love a good hack that makes cleaning time easier for me. Win! 

4. DIY jewelry holder made from ice cube tray 

Ice Cube Tray Storage: Use an ice cube tray to organize small jewelry items within the drawer 

such as earrings, rings, bracelets, and necklaces. You can even get stackable ones to take 



maximum advantage of your shelf space. This will keep everything neat and will make it easy 

to find what you are looking for when you are rushing to get ready. 

5. DIY Makeup Brush Storage 

Sushi Mat Makeup Brush Organizer: Keep your makeup brushes organized with this sushi 

mat organizer. It’s simple to make and can be rolled up and put in a cabinet or suitcase for 

easy travel. All you need for this ingenious hack is a sushi mat and some elastic to weave 

through the mat. This organization hack is so practical and cute at home and on the go in 

Newcastle. 

6. Under the bathroom sink hair tool holders 

 

Hair tool Organization: Attach PVC pipe to the back of the bathroom cabinet door for easy 

reach and cord management. This can also be achieved with a shower caddy hung from the 

cabinet door. Make sure that you allow your hair styling tools to cool before storing them! 

7. Creative DIY Organization Ideas: Above the door shelf for extra bathroom storage 

Above-Door Shelf: Put a shelf above the door in the bathroom (or laundry room) to store 

things that you do not reach often. If you have a utility room, do this with holiday 

decorations. 

8. DIY sink extender for the kids 

If you have kids you will love this lovely hack! Create a DIY Sink Extender for the kids – this 

will totally save your back and help your kiddos be more independent! 



 

3. Home Decorating Tips For the DIYer in You 

 

Professional home stagers know how to play up your house's strengths, hide its flaws, and 

make it appealing to just about everyone. We talked to several pros across the country to 

get their tips for freshening up the rooms in your home in Newcastle without breaking your 

budget. 

11 DIY Home Decorating Tips 

1. Set The Tone at The Front Door 

If you want your house to make a great first impression, paint the front door a fun, glossy 

hue. "Red is a lucky color in many cultures," says Lara Allen-Brett, a New Jersey-based stager. 

A red door meant "welcome" to weary travelers in early America, and on churches it 

represents a safe haven. 

Two other hues gaining favor: orange and yellow, according to San Francisco-based stager 

Christopher Breining. Both colors are associated with joy and warmth. One thing that should 

go: an outdated screen door. Get rid of it or replace it with a storm door with full-length 

glass that you can switch out for a screened panel. 



2. Paint Wall Colors Light and Neutral 

Stick to colors like beige or gray, especially on the first floor, where flow is important. "You 

want to minimize jarring transitions," says Breining. Neutral walls give you the greatest 

decorating flexibility, allowing you to easily switch up your accessories. 

And if you have two small rooms next to each other, painting them the same neutral color 

helps them feel larger. Look at a paint strip and move up or down a shade or two for a subtle 

variation from room to room, suggests Allen-Brett. 

3. Living Area: Make Sure Your Sofa Talks to Your Chairs 

Think of a nice hotel lobby: The furniture is arranged in groupings that invite conversation. 

When you place the furniture in your living room, aim for a similar sense of balance and 

intimacy. 

“A conversation area that has a U-shape, with a sofa and two chairs facing each other at 

each end of the coffee table, or an H-shape, with a sofa directly across from two chairs and a 

coffee table in the middle, is ideal,” says Michelle Lynne, a Dallas-based stager. 

One common mistake to avoid: Pushing all the furniture against the walls. “People do that 

because they think it will make their room look bigger, but in reality, floating the furniture 

away from the walls makes the room feel larger,” she says. 

4. Let The Sun Shine In Your Kitchen 

 



"When it comes to heavy, outdated drapes, a naked bank of windows is better than an ugly 

one," says Lynne. Ideally, window dressings should be functional and elegant: Think sheers 

paired with full-length panels. 

If your room gets a lot of sun, opt for light colors that won't fade. The most recommended 

lightweight fabrics for panels are cotton, linen, and silk blends because they tend to hang 

well. 

5. Hang at Least One Mirror in Every Room 

"Mirrors can make a space feel brighter because they bounce the light around the room," 

says Breining. But placing one in the wrong spot can be almost as bad as not having one at 

all. 

Put mirrors on walls perpendicular to windows, not directly across from them. Hanging a 

mirror directly opposite a window can actually bounce the light right back out the window. 

6. Scale Artwork to Your Wall 

"There are few things more ridiculous-looking than hanging dinky little art too high on the 

wall," says Breining. The middle of a picture should hang at eye level. If one person is short 

and the other tall, average their heights. 

Also take scale into account; for a large wall, go big with one oversize piece or group smaller 

pieces gallery-style. For the latter, don't space the pictures too far apart; 2 to 4 inches 

between items usually looks best. 

7. Layer Your Lighting 

Every room should have three kinds of lighting: ambient, which provides overall illumination 

and often comes from ceiling fixtures; task, which is often found over a kitchen island or a 

reading nook; and accent, which is more decorative, highlighting, say, artwork. 

For a living room, you should have at least 3 watts (42 lumens) per square foot. One visual 

trick Breining swears by: using uplights. "Placing a canister uplight or a torchiere in the 

corner will cast a glow on the ceiling, making a room seem bigger," he says. 

8. Anchor Rugs Under Furniture Feet 

Follow these basic rules for an area rug: "In a living room, all four legs of the sofa and chairs 

in a furniture grouping should fit on it; the rug should define the seating area," says Breining. 

"At the very least, the front two legs of the sofa and chairs should rest on it," he adds. 



Even living rooms with less than generous proportions usually require an 8-by-10-foot or a 9-

by-12-foot rug to properly accommodate a seating area. Go too small with the rug size and 

everything looks out of scale. 

9. Call in a Pro to Declutter 

 

The longer you live in a house in Newcastle, the less you see the mess over time. Sometimes 

you need a fresh pair of eyes. You can hire an organizer for a few hours (expect to pay $35 to 

$150 an hour, depending on where you live) to tackle bookshelves and closets, which stagers 

say are often packed with twice the amount of stuff they should hold. 

Breining suggests whittling down what's on your shelves by 50 percent. Then mix horizontal 

stacks of books among the vertical rows and intersperse decorative objects, such as bowls or 

vases, among them. 

10. Use Visual Tricks to Raise The Ceiling 

If your ceilings are on the low side, paint them white to make the room feel less 

claustrophobic. Hang curtains higher than the windows, suggests Allen-Brett, to trick your 

eye into thinking the room is taller. Most standard curtain panels measure 84 or 96 inches, 

allowing you to go about 3 inches above the window casing before the length gets too short. 

If you want to hang them higher, you'll have to order custom drapes. Love patterned panels? 

Try vertical stripes; the lines visually elongate your walls. Leaning a large mirror against a 

wall can also make a room seem taller. 

11. Give Old Finishes The Cinderella Treatment 

Got dated fixtures? Reinvent them with spray paint and inexpensive refinishing kits. "A 

1980s brass chandelier can get a new lease on life with a quick coat of hammered-bronze or 

satin-nickel spray paint," says Breining. 



Even outdated kitchen cabinets benefit from a few coats of white paint and new hardware. 

And if you thought there was no hope for Formica countertops, think again. Breining swears 

by Rust-Oleum Countertop Transformations, a DIY counter-coating product that mimics 

stone, making even the ugliest 1970s counter look fresh. 

What's left to do: Swap out cracked and mismatched switch plates and outlet covers for 

updated matching ones. Says Lynne: "Nothing drags down a refreshed space like a dingy, 

almond-colored switch plate." 

 

4. Amazing Kitchen Life-Hacks That Are Absolutely Genius 

 

Are you a home chef?  Do you look forward to the time you spend in the kitchen, whipping 

up your newest concoction?  Whether you’re a veteran or a novice, whether you’re the next 

at-home Rachel Ray or you can’t tell a teaspoon from a tablespoon, everyone can use some 

handy tricks to make cooking easier. 

Have you ever wondered why a recipe that says it takes an hour to make online ends up 

taking you an hour and a half in your own kitchen?  Oftentimes it’s because the person who 

wrote that recipe knew some handy tips and tricks that you didn’t.  If you are ready to take 

your cooking skills to the next level, read on.  We will teach you 45 amazingly simple and 

genius kitchen hacks that will transform the way you cook forever! 

Bake bacon in the oven. 

Ever wonder why the bacon you get at a restaurant is always evenly and consistently cooked 

with no annoying raw ends? Ever wonder why the middles don’t get all crumbly or hard and 

overcooked? The difference is all in the cooking. Whereas most home chefs fry up bacon on 



the frying pan, most restaurant workers bake it in the oven. Try it out at 400 to 420 degrees 

Fahrenheit and be amazed! 

Slice a lot of cherry tomatoes simultaneously. 

Cherry tomatoes add a delicious splash of flavor and color to any dish—but slicing them in 

half is really difficult if you have to do it one at a time. But you don’t! Not with this handy 

little kitchen hack. Have two plastic lids that are the same size? Good. Put a bunch of cherry 

tomatoes on one of the lids (have it so the inner part of the lid is facing up). Now, put the 

other lid on top to sandwich them inside. Hold the lid down, grab a knife, and cut through all 

of them at once. Pull off the lid, and all your cherry tomatoes will be sliced neatly and 

cleanly. 

Make an orange candle. 

 

Want to knock someone’s socks off at a dinner party or a date? This kitchen hack is for place 

settings, not for food preparation, but it still involves food. Instead of grabbing a candle and 

putting it on the dinner table, why not grab an orange instead? 

Yes, oranges can be made into candles, and quite simply too. Start by slicing your orange in 

half. Do not slice through the part where the stem was—that part will become your “wick” 

inside the orange, so you want to slice perpendicularly to that part. Next, remove the flesh 

from inside the orange, but be careful not to remove the part that sticks out inside where 

the stem used to connect. This becomes the “orange wick.” Now, pour a little oil into the 

orange half. Olive oil works great. Then use a lighter and light the “wick.” You will have an 

orange half acting as a candle, burning the oil. 



You can get fancy with this by cutting the orange half with patterns edges. Or you can take 

the other half and remove the flesh from it as well, and then use it to cover the bottom half. 

Cut a hole on top so that the flame is uncovered. Make the whole fancy if you want. The 

orange candle looks beautiful, luminous and clever, and will impress anybody who eats with 

you. 

Pancake patterning trick. 

 

Drizzling pancake batter into whimsical patterns using an icing dispenser isn’t the only 

pancake hack in our kitchen cabinet. Another easy one is cookie cutters, the same ones you 

use to make sugar cookies over the holidays. Simply place them on your frying pan, pour the 

batter inside the outlines, and watch as your pancakes rise in amazing shapes. Of course, 

they will largely be shaped like Christmas trees, snowmen, and gingerbread men, but this 

makes them the perfect holiday breakfast treat! 

Oh yeah, and before we forget, you can totally do this with eggs too when you’re cooking 

sunny-side up. Just pour them into the cookie cutters and watch as they shape perfectly (and 

what’s arguably even better, cook evenly). 

Save your guacamole from going brown. 

Guacamole is delicious, but it can be a bit tricky to preserve. It goes brown and also changes 

flavor when it is exposed to oxygen. If you want to prevent this, you can put your leftover 

guacamole in a container, and then add a thin layer of water to the top. The water acts as a 

protective barrier, and prevents the guacamole from reacting with the oxygen in the air. 

Pour the water out of the container when you are ready to eat it. The guacamole will stay 

green and delicious. 



While we’re at it, microwaving guacamole ruins it really fast. Whenever you have leftover 

Mexican food, try and store the guacamole separately so that you won’t have any of it 

heating up and getting ruined in the microwave. If it is already with the rest of your food, 

scoop as much of it out as you can, heat up your food, and then put the guacamole back on 

top of it after you take it out of the microwave. This will keep it fresh, green and delicious. 

Soften butter in minutes. 

You’re getting ready for a dinner party, and you’re finally getting everything out on the table. 

You realize then you forgot to pull the butter out of the fridge. You take it out, and of course 

it’s hard as a rock. But dinner is in two minutes! What do you do? Nobody likes cold butter 

that is impossible to cut. It turns out there is a perfect solution which allows you to soften 

your butter without melting it, and it only takes a couple of minutes. This is an easy way to 

make your dinner guests happy. 

Just get a small glass and warm it up, then put it over top of the butter. You can heat up the 

glass by running warm water over it or by putting it in the microwave for a few seconds. The 

butter under the glass will quickly soften and will be just the right consistency to easily cut 

and spread. Voila! 

Peel an orange with ease. 

Laziness is no longer an excuse for not eating your fruit! Oranges are delicious, but let’s face 

it, peeling them is a pain. But does it have to be? Not if you use this orange-peeling hack 

from Jewelpie.com. Put your orange down on a cutting board. Use a knife to slice off a thin 

bit from the end, and then do the same thing with the end opposite. Next, cut a 

perpendicular line. You want to go almost clean through the orange, but not all the way. 

Then you can pull both ends away from each other and stretch out the orange in a long strip. 

Then you can just grab each slice off the strip and enjoy! 

Get those pesky eggshells out of your bowl. 

This is practically a daily experience for anyone who does a look of cooking, especially 

baking. You crack your eggs into the bowl, cringing the whole time, because you just know 

they aren’t going to break evenly. Sure enough, a little piece of egg shell falls into the bowl 

and gets stuck in the egg white. You poke around for a full minute trying to get the pesky 

thing out of there. 

Get corn off the cob easily and neatly. 

Corn on the cob is delicious, but it’s not fun for everybody to eat. If you have braces, jaw 

issues, or you just don’t enjoy getting all those corn-bits between your teeth, you might 

prefer to cut your corn off the cob. Of course, this is royal pain. In fact, odds are at some 

point in your life, you have avoided corn on the cob because you can’t be bothered to cut it 



off, scrape it off your cutting board and into your bowl, and then pick up all the corn you 

missed that fell onto the counter, the sink or the floor. 

Peel a head of garlic in seconds. 

It turns out there is a hack for peeling garlic that is every bit as simple as the hack for 

shucking corn. All you need is two bowls that are the same size. Put your head of garlic in 

one of the bowls, and then put the other bowl on top of it to create a closed container. Then 

simply shake the bowls really hard. In a minute or less, you can open the container back up 

and look inside. Assuming you shook it hard enough and long enough, you should see all the 

skins separated from the garlic cloves. Awesome! 

 

5. Life-hacks all pet owners need to know 

 

There are lots of pleasures to have had with owning a pet. But you have to be honest, there 

are plenty of pains with it too. They don’t always behave as we want them to, that’s for sure.  

Which is why we’ve compiled a few great ideas to make life a little easier for any pet owner. 

Cats 

Playtime 

You can easily make a fun toy for your cat with leftover rolls – toilet rolls or cling wrap, for 

example. Put some dry food pellets inside, create a few holes in the tube in a few places, big 

enough that the food can fall out (but don’t make it too big for it all to come out at once). 



Then close up the ends and put it on the ground for them to play with. They’s bat the roll 

around on the floor, chasing the food around for ages. 

Scratching 

If you have precious pieces of furniture that your cat simply won’t leave alone with its claws, 

turn it into a proper scratching post. Wrap a rope around the legs of tables or furniture and it 

will keep it protected while you cat continues to claw. 

 

Stinky kitty litter 

If you brew your own green tea, don’t toss out those old leaves. Put them in the kitty litter 

instead, as this will help reduce the smell. 

Keep out 

If you don’t want your cats playing amongst your precious pot plants get hold of some pine 

cones. Cats don’t like to walk on them so they’ll avoid the area. 

Dogs 

Washing 

If you have problems getting your dog to stay still while giving them a bath, think of a way to 

distract them. And what’s the biggest thing that will distract any dog, no matter what he’s up 

to? Yes, food. Next time you give your dog a wash put a smear of something they like to eat 

on the edge of the doggy bath. Something sticky like peanut butter works well. So why they 

are licking away to their heart's content you can be washing away to yours! 



Feeding 

If you’ve got a dog who gulps his food down in one go (and who doesn’t) why not try putting 

a tennis ball in the bowl with their food. It will slow them down as they eat. It also had a 

benefit of reducing the amount of gas they’ll have so it’s a definite win all around. 

Doggy breath 

If you hate it when your dog is showing you lots of love, purely because you hate the smell of 

his breath, try this breath freshening tip. Add some parsley to his food. It’s really that simple. 

(Here’s another tip, it works for humans too.) 

Any pets 

Pet Fur 

 

Sick of all the fluff you get on your clothes? Rather than constantly purchasing those lint 

rollers that eventually run out of their stickiness, try rubber gloves. Believe it or not, these 

everyday kitchen items will also remove the lint too. Just dampen a little and wipe away.  If 

it’s more the furniture or the carpet the glove will work here too, but you can also try a 

squeegee on firmer surfaces like these. 

 

 

 



6. Carpet Cleaning Hacks You Need for Spring Cleaning 

 

Spring is the quintessential time to spruce up your house in Newcastle. This means you’ll 

probably be knee-deep in scrubbers, scouring pads, brooms and sponges soon. While you’re 

making your home feel more like a glistening castle in Newcastle, don’t forget that your 

carpets took a beating this winter along with the rest of the house. Most carpet cleaning 

issues – stains, shagginess, padded-down spots – can be DIY projects using these clever and 

non-toxic carpet cleaning hacks. 

#1: Removing Stains with an Iron 

Don’t put that iron away after you starch the collars on the laundered button-down shirts 

that will go in your newly-organized closet. It can actually be carefully used to remove some 

stains. 

First, vacuum the carpets so there aren’t any particles left on it. Then, dampen any spots or 

stains with a towel concentrated with a solution made of one part vinegar and three parts 

water (tap water is fine.) 

Put the moist towel over the stain and use the iron to heat the towel. As you move the iron 

over the towel, the stain should start to lift into the towel. Stop ironing when the stain is all – 

or as much as possible – removed. 

#2: Baking Soda and Essential Oil Carpet Freshener 

Want your carpets to smell so fresh that you’ll feel like you’re walking in a field of daisies 

every time you step foot in your living room or bedroom? Make your own deodorizer by 

adding about 10-20 drops of any essential oil (I prefer lavender or wild orange) with about a 

16-ounce box of baking soda. Mix it up well so the oils are completely absorbed and store in 



a glass container. When you want to use it, simply shake some of the perfumed baking soda 

on your carpet, wait 5 minutes and then vacuum it. 

#3: Homemade Deep Clean Carpet Cleaner 

 

Deep cleaning your carpets will help get rid of allergens and dust mites. Most people think 

you have to use the liquid chemical cleaner with your carpet-cleaning extractor, but you can 

actually make your own deep green cleaner. Mix the following ingredients together to make 

a non-toxic deep cleaner for your machine: ¾ cup of Hydrogen Peroxide, ¼ cup white 

vinegar, 2 tablespoons dish soap, 5 drops of essential oils, 2 tablespoons of fabric softener 

and one gallon of hot (not boiling) water. Use this in your rug cleaning machine instead of 

expensive, chemical-filled store brand options. 

#4: Properly Cleaning a Shag Carpet 

Shag carpeting has come back into style with a vengeance, so if you have a shag carpet in 

your home in Newcastle, you’ll need to know how to clean it. Most vacuums have too much 

suction and can cause the shag to go frizzy or get caught in the machinery. If you notice that 

your carpet is “shedding” regularly, de-shag it by using the hose attachment of your vacuum. 

Yes, this will take longer, but will allow you to get deep into the fibers of the rug without 

hurting the strength or look of the shag. 



#5: Carpet Fluffing Technique 

Does your carpet look like it’s been walked on my an army? Fluff it up by spraying any 

hardened, stained areas with a carpet stain remover of equal parts vinegar and water. Allow 

the agent to work, and then blot up the stain. At this point, run a spoon along the carpeting 

(hold the spoon on its side) to “fluff up” the fibers and encourage them to stand straight 

again. 

#6: Carpet Fluffing Technique II 

Tired of dented-in spots where your furniture put pressure on the carpet? Allow an ice cube 

to melt into the dents. After the water has completely dissolved, take a soft towel and blot 

up the excess moisture. Do not press hard; this will dent the carpet again. Lay the moist 

towel on top of the dented area and run an iron (on cotton setting) back and forth across the 

towel. When the fibers feel almost dry, stop ironing the spot. Allow the carpet to air dry, 

then use your hands to fluff up the spot. 

#7: Cleaning Different Types of Carpet 

 

Carpets differ in a number of ways. There are low loop carpets (think Berber) and more 

plush/shaggy carpets. These can come with or without stain protection, and may be made of 

anything from 100 percent wool to synthetic fibers. 

Let’s start with low-pile, looped carpets. While they are great for high-traffic areas, they may 

not be as apt to give up stains as plush carpets. You have to have patience when cleaning 

low-pile/looped carpeting; use a lot of elbow grease. 



6.1. . How To Get Blood Out Of Carpet 

 

Regular maintenance can keep your delicate carpets clean and shiny. Vacuuming using a 

HEPA-filtered machine will help you fetch dust particles, pollen, allergens, hair dandles, and 

loose debris embedded deep inside the fibres of your floor coverings. This will also improve 

the air quality and keep the breathing problems at bay. 

Unfortunately, some body fluids, such as blood stains, might leave your carpets dull and 

dirty. The red or brown blood stains not only look creepy but can ruin your expensive 

investment. Instead of scrubbing stains hard, you need to use the right hacks or methods to 

vanish them from your carpets. 

This becomes even more imperative if you are vacating the rental property. It is good to 

book a meticulous end of lease cleaning Newcastle. With their expertise, you can transform 

the entire property into a shiny space before the final inspection to get the full bond money 

back. 

However, if you want to remove blood stains from your carpet immediately, try the 

following methods using eco-friendly products. 

Let’s Get Started! 

Method 1: Use Cold Water For Blood Stains 

Usually, people use warm or hot water to treat stubborn stains and grime. However, in this 

scenario, warm water can make the blood stain harder to remove as it will embed deep 

inside the fibre of your carpet. So, you can try this method to get blood out of your floor 

coverings: 

 Fill cold water in your spray bottle 

 Spray it onto the wet blood stain 



 Blot the surface using a clean rag 

 Repeat the process until stain vanishes 

 Dry blot the surface 

 Make sure you use cold water instead of normal or hot for better outcomes. 

Method 2: Detergent Solution Can Also Work 

 

It is always good to treat the stains as quickly as possible. You can also use mild detergent 

and water solution if the stain is fresh or wet. Follow this guide and treat blood stains: 

 Mix one tablespoon of dishwashing liquid and cold water 

 Dip a clean cloth into the solution and blot the stained surface 

 Do it gently to get rid of blood stains 

 You can also use a sponge to get rid of stubborn red marks from your beautiful 

carpet. 

 Dry the surface completely to prevent damage. 

If you are preparing the rental property, search for the most experienced company for a 

detailed end of lease cleaning Newcastle and pass the rental inspection. You can also hire 



professional carpet cleaners for steam cleaning of your dully and dust=laden carpets and 

rugs with ease. 

Method 3: Hydrogen Peroxide: A Magical Cleaning Product 

You don’t need to use fancy and expensive cleaning tools or product to get rid of blood 

stains from your carpet. Use hydrogen peroxide to see sparkling results: 

 Test the hydrogen peroxide on a hidden area to see how it works 

 Apply the product to a clean rag and blot it until the stain disappears. 

 Use a damp cloth and clean the surface to get rid of excess hydrogen peroxide 

solution. 

 Let the surface dry completely using a wet vac because water can damage your 

carpet fibres. 

Method 4: Salt + Cornstarch Paste 

You don’t need to use fancy and expensive cleaning tools or products to get rid of blood  

stains on your carpet. Use hydrogen peroxide to see sparkling results: 

 Add cold water into a big bowl 

 Add salt and cornstarch to create a thick paste. 

 Apply it to the dried blood stain and let it sit for a few minutes 

 Salt is a great disinfectant and has killer dehydrating properties. It can break down 

the stain with ease. 

 Blot the surface with a clean rag or cloth 

 Do not rub the surface as it will damage your carpet 

 Vacuum the surface to get rid of salt and cornstarch residue. Regular vacuuming can 

allergy-proof your home by removing debris and pollens from your carpets. 

Method 5: White Vinegar Solution 

White vinegar has acidic properties that can effectively remove stubborn stains, such as 

dried blood, coffee stains, ink, etc from carpets and rugs. The best part is that vinegar can kill 

mould and mildew from your carpets and other surfaces with ease. 

 You can make a cleaning solution and clean your carpets: 



 Mix 2 cups of water and white vinegar. Add dishwashing soap if the stain is too 

stubborn. 

 Spray the solution on the affected surface 

 Let it soak for 10 -17 minutes 

 Damp a cloth in the same solution and blot the surface 

 This will transfer the stain into the cloth. 

 Repeat the process if required. 

Method 6: Baking Soda For Deodorisation 

 

Baking soda is a versatile natural cleaning product that can help you remove stains, banish 

bad smell and kill germs. All you need to do is to: 

 Sprinkle a generous amount of baking soda 

 Let it sit for 3-5 hours 

 Vacuum clean the surface to get rid of residues. 



 

Conclusion 

It is always a difficult task to keep a house organised all the time in Newcastle. It demands a 

lot of time and effort to do this task. So, you must use DIY hacks to make the task easier and 

do it in a right manner. Here in this guide, we have tried out best to bring some great tips 

with you to help you with the best DIY hacks that will make your life easier. So, we hope that 

you have learned something from it and you will try these DIY hacks in your daily life. All the 

best! 
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